Microelectrode measurements of low frequency electric field effects in cells and tissues.
The average intensities of electric fields induced into tissue can be calculated if the morphology and conductivities of the tissue are known, and such values provide one estimate of dosage for a given field exposure level. However, the microanatomical structures of living tissue, which include gap junctions, tight junctions, highly charged cell coats, and extracellular matrices, as well as complex cell shapes, precludes a detailed characterization of the field and current distribution near the cells which are actually responding to the electric fields. This suggests that a more useful electric field dose metric may be one based on an induced physical effect on the cells. Electric fields have at least three distinct physical effects on cells: the normal plasma membrane potential will be altered; the ionic currents and ion distributions at the extracellular surface will be modified; and mechanical forces will be imposed at the cell surface. Each of these effects can, in principle, be measured through the application of specific microelectrode techniques. Here, the feasibility of using various intracellular and extracellular recording methods to obtain dosimetric values, as well as the contribution these measurements could make to our understanding of electric field interactions with biological tissue, are discussed.